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Abstract
The increasing complexity required for context awareness makes such applications difficult to write
and adapt. In this paper, we present an architecture for building context aware applications as dynam-
ically composed sequences of calls to fine granularity Web services, addressing the reactive behavior
of pervasive environments. Different service compositions of such sequences will result from different
contexts such as: devices available, bandwidth, time constraints, location, user requirements and pro-
file. We implement and discuss a specific context aware dynamic service composition problem using
the SHOP2 planning system and the BPEL4WS Web service composition technology.

1. Introduction

Traditional computing applications are often static and inflexible. They are designed to run on a spe-
cific device, offer a number of predetermined functions to the user and have contextual dependencies
embedded in them. Such application models are not suited to operate in a pervasive computing envi-
ronment, which is characterized by richness of context, by the mobility of users and devices and by
the appearance and disappearance of resources over time.

Weiser [10] envisages a pervasive application as means by which a user performs tasks, rather than a
collection of computational features. Projects Aura [3], Oxygen [9] and PIMA [1] structure pervasive
applications in terms of tasks and their subtasks, which is a software composition problem, allowing
for them to dynamically grow and address the changing requirements.

The complexity of a context aware application arises from the sheer number of contextual types it
needs to accommodate, as well as the range of values for each context type. To facilitate context
awareness we propose a system architecture for building context aware applications as dynamically
composed sequences of calls to fine granularity Web services, handled as a planning problem. Contex-
tual changes may trigger further recomposition of the composite service during its execution, causing
the application to evolve dynamically.

The remainder of this paper continues as follows. The next section introduces a reference scenario
application. Sections 3 presents Web service composition using the Simple Hierarchical Ordered
Planner 2(SHOP2) [5]. Section 4 describes the system architecture. We conclude and outline the
areas for future work in Section 5.
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2. Scenario: Mail Replication System

To illustrate how context aware applications can be built as a collection of cooperating services de-
signed to interact with one another, we describe a particular example of a mail replication system.
The simplified mail replication process, consists of two subprocesses executed in parallel:retrieve
mail andsend mail.

We synthesize a suitable procedure for mail replication dynamically based on user location, activity,
computing device and network bandwidth, as summarized in Table. 1. The activity and the location
of the user primarily determine the presentation mode of the incoming mail. The network bandwidth
and the type of computing device (and consequently its screen size and color depth) affect the mail
retrieval and sending. For example, when on the slower network, only the mail headings are initially
downloaded, and outgoing mail is compressed.

Input: Context data Output: Expected behavior
Case Activity Network Device Location Retrieve Mail Send Mail
1 Walking GPRS Smart Phone Street Display headers Compress
2 Driving GPRS Embedded In-vehicle Read out headers Compress
3 Not Driving WLAN Embedded In-vehicle Display adapted mail No compression
4 Working LAN Laptop At desk Display full mail No compression

Table 1. Context and expected application behavior in simplified mail replication system.

3. Web Service Composition using SHOP2

By describing a Web service as a process in terms of inputs, outputs, preconditions and effect, using
the metaphor of an action1, composition can be viewed as a planning problem [4, 11]. There are
three main input parts to the planning problem, as Russel at el. [7] outline: inital state, goal state
and operator descriptions. A problem definition, which consists of knowledge about system state
and the goal to be achieved, and a domain definition, which consists of available actions and their
consequences, are used to find a plan.

The proposed system architecture employs SHOP2, a domain independent planner, which uses a hier-
archical task network (HTN) to decompose an abstract task into a group of operators that forms a plan
implementing the task. Planning progresses as a recursive application of the methods to decompose
tasks into subtasks, until the primitive tasks, which can be performed directly using the planning op-
erators, are reached. In the case where the plan later turns out to be infeasible, SHOP2 will backtrack
and try other applicable methods.

Figure 1 shows the listing of a sample problem definition for Case 2 and 3 of the scenario, listed in
Table 1. The goal is the task “login_and_replicate_mail”, with input parameters for replication,
namely username and password, as well as the type of the device used (e.g.in_vehicle_inf_sys).
Context data, represented as predicates such aslocation in_vehicle and activity driving,
forms the description of the initial state.

Figure 2 shows the plans corresponding to the problem definitions listed in Figure 1. Each plan is a
list of operators that can be applied to achieve the goal, and their associated costs (by default 1.0).

1In the rest of the paper, terms Web service and action (operator in planning terminology) will be treated as synonyms.



(defproblem mail_case2 mail_system(
(activity driving)
(location in_vehicle)
(connection_type GPRS)
(has bandwidth 40200)
(device_type embedded_system)
(embedded_system

in_vehicle_inf_sys)
(username john)
(password testpswd)
(valid_login john testpswd)
)
((login_and_replicate_mail

john testpswd
in_vehicle_inf_sys)))

(a) Case 2 SHOP2 problem definition.

(defproblem mail_case3 mail_system(
(not (activity driving))
(location in_vehicle)
(connection_type WLAN)
(has bandwidth 11000000)
(device_type embedded_system)
(embedded_system

in_vehicle_inf_sys)
(username john)
(password testpswd)
(valid_login john testpswd)
)
((login_and_replicate_mail

john testpswd
in_vehicle_inf_sys)))

(b) Case 3 SHOP2 problem definition.

Figure 1. Listings of SHOP2 problem definitions for Case 2 and Case 3 of the reference scenario.

(!GET_MAIL SERVER1 JOHN) 1.0
(!GET_MAIL SERVER2 JOHN) 1.0
(!GET_MAIL SERVER3 JOHN) 1.0
(!SELECT_MAIL

#:?LIST_OF_MAILS1789) 1.0
(!DECOMPOSE_MAIL #:?MAIL1807) 1.0
(!SUMMARIZE_MAIL #:?MAIL_HEADER1819

#:?ATTACHMENT_TYPE1820
#:?ATTACHMENT_SIZE1821) 1.0

(!TXT_TO_SPEECH
#:?LIST_OF_MAILS1789) 1.0

(!GET_PENDING_MAIL) 1.0
(!COMPRESS_MAIL M2 70 35.0) 1.0
(!SEND_OFF M2) 1.0)

(a) SHOP2 plan for Case 2.

(!GET_MAIL SERVER1 JOHN) 1.0
(!GET_MAIL SERVER2 JOHN) 1.0
(!GET_MAIL SERVER3 JOHN) 1.0
(!SELECT_MAIL

#:?LIST_OF_MAILS1888) 1.0
(!DECOMPOSE_MAIL #:?MAIL1906) 1.0
(!GET_CONVERSION_RULES

#:?ATTACHMENT_TYPE1919
#:?FORMATS_SUPPORTED1921) 1.0

(!REASSEMBLE_MAIL
#:?MAIL_ID1922) 1.0

(!SHOW_INBOX
#:?LIST_OF_MAILS1888) 1.0

(!GET_PENDING_MAIL) 1.0
(!SEND_OFF M3) 1.0)

(b) SHOP2 plan for Case 3.

Figure 2. Resulting SHOP2 plans corresponding to Case 2 and 3 problem definitions shown in Figure 1.

In both cases, the replication process starts with execution ofGET_MAIL operator triggered by the
statement(!GET_MAIL SERVER1 JOHN), where! is a prefix for operator, andSERVER1 andJOHN
are the input parameters. The retrieve mail subprocess for Case 2, shown in Figure 2(a), is then a
sequence of the following operators: getting the mail from three different servers, selecting mails,
decomposing them, summarizing and then “presenting” them to user using the text to speech service.



In contrast, the plan for Case 3 shown in Figure 2(b) involves full display of incoming messages,
rather than just showing a summary of their headings, given the increase in network bandwidth.

Issues about performance the planning system and its applicability to control complex real-world
context-aware systems are also being considered. Our sample problem and domain definition were
small compared to the requirements of a real-world scenario, due to assumptions and simplifications
made. The domain definition consisted of 3 axioms, 12 operators and 7 methods. Problem definition
for each scenario case consisted of 13 facts describing the initial state and context. The number of
inferences made by the planner were 56 and 58 for case 2 and 3 respectively. It took SHOP2 0.15
seconds to devise a plan for case 2, and 0.20 seconds for case 3.

4. System Architecture

To address the reactive behavior of pervasive environments we have implemented the system archi-
tecture shown in Figure 3. It uses the knowledge about the application domain and current context
to devise a composite Web service, by employing the SHOP2 planner for the selection of required
services and the sequence of their execution. To express the logic of a composite Web service the
framework uses, an XML-based flow composition language, Business Process Execution Language
For Web Services (BPEL4WS) [2].

Figure 3. System architecture for context aware, dynamic service composition.

The request for the composite service, consisting of context data and goal, is manually acquired
from the user interface as shown in Figure 4(a). The framework then uses the BPEL4WS control
flow template to determine SHOP2 subgoals. These subgoals are branches of the BPEL4WS control
structure, which need to be populated with the sequences of Web services. System generates SHOP2
problem definition file, such as the one shown in Figure 1, from the composition request. The domain
definition file has been pre-compiled and includes operator descriptions. Both problem and domain
definition files are passed to the SHOP2 planning system via JSHOP [6], a Java interface to SHOP2.



(a) User front-end for composition request (b) Plan for composition request in Figure 4(a)

Figure 4. User interface for service composition request and display of the result.

The resulting SHOP2 plans, such as the ones in Figure 2 are then semi-automatically transformed
into BPEL4WS schemata. Each operator in SHOP2 plan is mapped to the corresponding BPEL4WS
activity definition. The resulting BPEL4WS plan, describing the composite Web service, is then
deployed and executed in the IBM Business Process Execution Language for Web Services JavaTM

Run Time (BPWS4J) [8], running on an application server. At present, the user manually initiates
execution of the composite service, as shown in Figure 4(b).

In summary, we have tackled a number of principal challenges by using SHOP2 and BPEL4WS for
Web service composition to facilitate context awareness. A method for meaningful goal-decomposition,
similar to the one employed in HTN-based planners, will be the key enabler for the successful com-
position of Web services. Planning systems assume the full knowledge of the domain, which is not
feasible and realistic in the case of context aware applications, therefore a mechanism for expressing
non-determinism is essential. In contrast to BPEL4WS, SHOP2 does not support concurrent activi-
ties. Finally, a proper method is needed for mapping the Web service descriptions into the planning
domain, consequently formally separating the concerns from the underlying planning technology.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented our system architecture for constructing context aware applications
based on the notion of dynamic Web service composition, to address the increasing complexity that
context awareness requires. Contextual changes may trigger further recomposition during the execu-
tion of the services, causing the application to evolve dynamically.



The framework employs the SHOP2 planning technology, BPEL4WS and BPWS4J for composition,
definition and execution of the composite service, respectively.

The flawless planning and execution in SHOP2 and TLPlan arises from the assumptions that the state
of the world (i.e. application domain) is always accessible, static and deterministic. In addition, all the
method descriptions are complete and correct–they precisely describe all the possible consequences.
The real world and the pervasive operating environment are characterized by information incom-
pleteness (e.g. world may be inaccessible) and incorrectness (e.g. world may not match the model
of the planner). Design of the context aware applications therefore requires a mechanism to express
non-determinism.

Our future work will involve investigating applicability of a non-HTN planner, devising techniques
for run-time recomposition, and addressing scalability issues. We will be composing a more complex
and context-rich application to validate the framework.
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